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Medical treatment of trophoblastic disease 

by 

A. ONNIS

Antiblastic drugs in the treatment of trophoblastic tumors are important thera
peutic agents ensuring frequent success in modern gynaecology and are often 
surprising as regards final results. 

In the study of trophoblastic tumors numerous reports in the literature indicate 
both the possibility of a therapeutic association between antiblastic preparations, 
radiotherapy and surgery, and the possibility of equal success with chemotherapy 
alone. 

The experiences of our unit ( 1) are decidedly favourable as regards treatment 
with antiblastic preparations alone, combining them with surgery and radiothe
rapy only in those rare cases of failure. 

Chemotherapy in the control of trophoblastic tumors must be applied alo
ne (2, 3• 4• 5). This has the ability, in many patients, to prevent the evolution of 
trophoblastic disease, leading to a final clinical cure (6 · 7). 

The reduction of mortality from chorion-epithelioma, chorio-adenoma and ma
lignant mole observed in recent years, due to the contribution of chemotherapy, 
is notable in world literature; mortality has been reduced from the 80-100% 
that was recorded before the advent of chemotherapy (8) to about 30% with 
the use of suitable preparations singly or together with traditional therapy (7). 

An abundance literature since 1967 shows that the best results are achieved 
with chemotherapy alone, while combining chemotherapy with surgery, although 
giving satisfactory results, is less effective. We do not consider that the reser
vations of various writers on the reliability of the diagnosis of trophoblastic 
malignancy are sufficient to cast doubts on the real efficacy of chemotherapy. 

There is no doubt that these diagnostic difficulties frequently lead to some 
forms being considered highly malignant, when in fact they are not, and to a 
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